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POLICY 007 

DOUBLE TEAMERS 

Reasoning - No team should be expected to carry the financial burden of any athlete.  

Rules - Occasionally synchronized teams have skaters who skate in more than one team, a practice known as 

“double teaming”. There are several scenarios where this could occur, and the following RULES will apply: 

1. A skater who chooses to or is asked to skate in 2 teams regardless of when the skater joins a team 

during the season. 

i. In this case the skater is responsible for all related costs as a full team member. This 
includes the team bond and session fees. 

 

2. If a skater who has been asked to assist with a team that falls short in numbers to qualify as a 

competitive team, i.e., if the team does not meet the minimum required team members to form 

a competition team.  

i. In this case it should be recognized the need for this skater is to bring team numbers 

up to minimum requirements to qualify as a competitive team. The skater is responsible 

for all related costs as a full team member. It should be noted that if a team is under 

required numbers, then they are also unable to carry another athlete financially and 

should not be expected to do so.  

 

3. In the case where a team may need to replace a skater for the purpose of entering a competition 

only, for e.g., a skater is injured, away or sick the team may agree to allow the skater to skate at 

squad fees or cost fees for the required sessions prior to the competition along with the 

competition entry fee.  The skater will then step down when the full team member returns to the 

ice. 

 

4. In the case of a skater being asked by a coach to double team on another team to build numbers 

beyond the minimum required number the skater will incur full team member costs of both 

teams they accept to participate on. 

 

Senior and Junior divisions that are training and competing to reach nomination for World 

championships.  

 

5. If a skater is requested to skate both Junior and Senior to make team number, team members as 

a group may decide to come to an arrangement that is agreeable to all involved or decide that 

the athlete should pay full fee for both teams. 

 

6. Any skater that skates on another club team and doubles with Junior or Senior will be responsible 
for paying full fees for both teams they participate in. 
 

7. In case of injury Rule 3 applies. 

 

8. If an athlete requests to skate in both Junior and Senior, then Rule 1 applies. 
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